Let C = {(x(s), t(s)): a < i < b} be a Jordan arc in the x-t plane satisfying (x(a), f(a)) = (a, f.), (x(b), t(b)) = (b, f "), and t(s) < tt when a < s < b. Let a < xt < b. We prove the existence of Gauss interpolation formulas for C and the point (x" f"), for solutions u of the one-dimensional heat equation, ut = uxx. Such formulas approximate u(xt, tt) in terms of a linear combination of its values on C.
Existence
of Gauss Interpolation Formulas for the One-Dimensional Heat Equation Shriver [10] studied such formulas, as well as generalizations to the «--dimensional heat equation. He proved the existence of the formulas in certain cases, and described some numerical results in obtaining and using them. In [12] and [13] , Stroud discussed similar formulas for the Dirichlet and Neumann problems. Barrow and Stroud [2] proved the existence of Gauss formulas for the two-dimensional Dirichlet problem using topological degree. This result was announced in [14] . Davis and Wilson [5 ] proved the existence of interpolation formulas for solutions to second order elliptic equations over bounded domains in R". However, these were jV-point formulas exact for TV basis functions, and hence not of Gauss type.
In Section 2 we introduce some definitions and notation, present some results from the theory of Tchebycheff systems, and then state the main result of this paper, Theorem 1. Section 3 is concerned with the heat polynomials and some of their properties. In Section 4 we introduce some basic properties of finite-dimensional topological degree and use them to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Section 5 contains a numerical example from Shriver's thesis.
Definitions and Statement of Existence Theorem.
Definition 1. Let t*, a, b be fixed numbers with a < b. Let C = {(x(s), tis)): a < s < b} he a continuous, nonselfintersecting curve (i.e., a Jordan arc) in the x-t plane satisfying (x(a), r(a)) = (a, r*), (x(¿>), ¿*(Z>)) = ib, r#), and f(s) < r* when a < s < ô. Then C will be called an initial-boundary curve or data curve, and we let C denote the collection of all such curves. Definition 2. For k a nonnegative integer, let uk he the polynomial solution to Eq. (1) defined by
where [a] means the greatest integer less than or equal to a. For n a nonnegative integer, let Hn denote the real vector space spanned by the {uk}k=Q. If p = 2,k=0akuk with an =£ 0, we say p is a Äear polynomial of degree n. The following result is proved in [6, pp. 44-47] : Let c he an interior point of Mn + l. Then c has precisely two representations of the form (4) which have index in + l)/2. One of these involves the point b, and the other does not. Furthermore, there is no representation for c having a smaller index. Theorem 1, below, is analogous to this result; it is, in fact, a direct consequence of it for certain data curves C. We first give two more definitions.
Definition 5. Let C G C and let a < x* < b. For an interpolation formula (2) with distinct points (xt, t¡) €E C, we define its index to be the number obtained by summing over the points in the formula, counting one if f. < r+ and one-half if t¡ = t*. Definition 6. Let C and x* be as in Definition 5. If a formula (2) with points on C is exact for all u G Hn and it has index (n + l)/2, we say it is a Gauss interpolation formula (for C, ix*, ?*), and Hn). Theorem 1. Let C be a curve in C, and let n be a positive integer. Let a < x* <b. Then (i) there are at least two Gauss interpolation formulas for C, (x*, r*), and Hn; one of these involves the point ib, r*) and the other does not;
(ii) the vectors («0(x,., /,), uxix¡, t¡), . . . , unix¡, t¡)), i = 1.N, where the ix¡, tt) are the points in a Gauss formula, are linearly independent;
(iii) there is no interpolation formula for C, (**, /*), and Hn having index smaller than in 4-l)/2.
3. The Heat Polynomials. In the paper [1] , Appell introduced the heat polynomials ukix, t) (Eq. (3)) which he defined as the coefficients of z"/n\ in the power series expansion of exp(zx + z2t), i.e., ezx+z2t= ¿ ukix,t)z"ln\. k=0 Each uk is a solution to (1), and can in fact be derived as the polynomial solution to (1) satisfying the initial data ukix, 0) = xk, by a Taylor's series expansion in t.
In [9] Rosenbloom and Widder considered expansions of solutions of (1) in terms of heat polynomials. Widder [15] showed that the set {uk}k=0 is complete, in the maximum norm, in the space of solutions to (1) which are analytic in a neighborhood of the origin; i.e., if uix, t) is a solution to Eq. 
>3, -5<t<0.
Proof. Case (i), 9p(0, 0)/bx i= 0. The Implicit Function Theorem implies there is a unique solution x = x(r) to pix, t) = 0 in the region \x\ < e, \t\< 5, for sufficiently small e, 5, and (i) is proved.
For cases (ii) and (iii), we assume 9p(0, 0)/9jc = 0. Then by Lemma I,pix, t) = ~Lk==Nbkukix, t), where TV > 2 and bN # 0. Without loss of generality, we take bN=\. Case (ii), N = 2m. Then pix, 0) = x2m + bN+ 1xN+l + • • • , so there are e > 0, 5, > 0 such that pix, 0) > 0 for 0 < |x| < e and pi±e, t)>0 for |f|< S,.
It follows from the maximum principle [8, p. 168 ] that pix, t) > 0 for \x\ < e, 0 < t < 5j. For t < 0, we consider pix, t) on a curve r = ex2, c < 0. On such a curve, pix, t) = pix, ex2) = x2mfNic) + bN+lxN+1fN+1ic) +■■■ . Hence, for |x| small and nonzero, the sign of pix, ex2) is equal to the sign of fNic). By Lemma 3, there is a c_ < 0 such that fNic_) < 0. We can therefore find a 5 < S j so small that for -5 < t < 0, pix, t) changes sign at least twice on Ie, and hence has at least two zeroes there. This proves (ii).
Case (iii), TV = 2m + 1. We first apply the results of (ii) above to bpix, t)¡bx to obtain e,^ > 0, Sj > 0 such that bpix, t)/bx > 0 for \x\ < el and 0 < t < 5,. Now since pix, 0) = x2m + 1 + bN+1xN+1 + • • • , there are 0 < e < ep 0 < §2 < 5X such that pix, 0) < 0 for -e < x < 0, pix, 0) > 0 for 0 < x < e, p(-e, t) < 0 for |fI < S2 and pie, t) > 0 for |r| < ô2. It follows that pix, t) has exactly one zero on Ie when 0 < t < 52. For r < 0, there is a c_ < 0, as before, such that fNic_) < 0, and we deduce that for some 0 < S < 52, pix, t) has at least three sign changes on 7e, and hence at least three zeroes there, when -5 < t < 0. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Remark. If p G Hn and pix0, t0) = 0, we can use Lemma 1 and a change of variables to prove that a corresponding result holds near (x0, t0). Proof. The conclusion of the lemma is clearly equivalent to the statement that the vectors (w0(z,), «i(z,.), ■ ■ . , uniz¡)), i = 0, . . . ,k + m aie linearly independent. Suppose that this set is dependent. Then so also is the set obtained by adjoining the vectors (9«0(z(.)/9x, . . . , bun(z¡)lbx), i~k+l,...,k + m. Hence there is a nonzero p G //" such that piz¡) = 0, i -0, 1,. . . , ft + m and bpiz¡)/bx = 0, / -ft + 1, . . . ,k + m. We will show that this is impossible.
Let T> 0 be such that \t¡\ <T, i = 0, 1, . . . , k + m. For each t, let Z(i) be the number of distinct zeroes of pix, t). We claim that Z(-T)> n + 1 ; this will imply that p(x, -T) = 0, from which p(x, t) = 0 follows. Let pix, t) have degree r < n. Then pix, t) = a^ + Rix, t), where Rix, t) has degree less than r. Hence, there is some X > 0 such that pix, t) ¥= 0 for \t\ < T and bc| > X. For |r| < T, let x = yx,y2, . . . , y¡ be the zeroes of pix, r). For e > 0, let K be the compact set K = [-X, X]\()Ie+ yt, i=i where Ie + y¡ is the interval (yt -e, y¡ + e). Then Tí is a positive distance from the zero set of pix, t), so there is a 5 > 0 such that Z(0 = £Z(/e+.y(,r), 1=1 when |f -t| < Ô. Let j\, j2, /3 be the number of zeroes of pix, t) of type (i), (ii), or (iii), respectively, of Lemma 4. Then by that lemma, and the remark following it, for S sufficiently small, Z(t) = /, + ;3 for r < f < f + S, Z(t) = j\ + j2 + /3 for f = r, and Zii) > j1 + 2/2 + 3/3 for t -5 < f < r. Hence, as f decreases, Zit) is nondecreasing, and it increases by at least two due to each of the m points where t¡ < f0.
Since Zit0) > k + 1, Z(-77) > ft + 1 + 2m = « + 1, as claimed.
Corollary.
A formula of the form (2) with points on a curve CGC and which is exact for all u G Hn cannot have index smaller than in + l)/2.
Proof. Let / be the index of the formula. If the formula has ft points, ft = 0, 1, Let CG C be as in the statement of Theorem 1, and let C' G C be a parabola as in Lemma 6, of the form f = ais) = f0 + c(s -*0)2, a < s < b, c > 0. We will use the theory of Tchebycheff systems to prove the theorem for C', and then use degree theory to prove it for C.
Let vkis) = ukis, ais)), ft = 0, 1, . . . , n. Then {vkis)}k=0 is an extended Tchebycheff system by Lemma 6. Let Let Z, be the linear functional defined on Vn by Lp = p(jc+, f*). Then <7 = (Lu0, Lux, . . . , Lun) G Int Mn+ j if Z, is positive. But this follows from the maximum principle for solutions to the heat equation on the region bounded by C' and t = t* (see [8, p. 168] ), and the lemma is proved. We now let Cx, 0 < X < 1 be a continuous deformation of C' into C such that each CK G C. Let Cx he given parametrically by {(xis, X), tis, X)): a < s < ¿>}; with C0 = C' and C, = C Let (7) ^(s, X) = ukixis, X), f(s, X)).
To proceed further, we must consider separate cases. Let Fix, X) = iF0ix, X), F,(x, X), . . . , Fn(x, X)) be defined by m Ffx, X)= £ yl^^.X).
fc=0
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It is clear that F is continuous on D x [0,1]. We observe that a solution to the equation Fix, X) = q with q defined by (7) corresponds to a Gauss formula for Cx, (x*, f*), and//". Lemma 8. IfxGbD, then Fix, X) =£ q.
Proof. If x G bD, one or more of the following must be true: (i) A¡ = 0 or 1 for some i = 0, 1, . . . , m.
(ii) Si = s¡+ j for some i = 0, 1, . . . , m -1.
(iii) sm = b. In any of the three cases, a solution to Fix, X) = q would imply the existence of an interpolation formula, having index smaller than (n + l)/2, in contradiction to the Corollary to Lemma 5 (observe-that if some A¡ = 1, then A-= 0 for all/ ¥= /, since F0ix, X) = u0ix*, X*) means Xkn=0Ak = 1).
It follows that deg(F(-, X), D, q) is defined for X G [0, 1] and, moreover, is constant in X. Hence, if we can show that deg(F(-, 0), D, q) =£ 0, property (iii) of degree will imply the existence of the desired formula for C. We may factor out the positive A ¡'s, and the resulting determinant is nonzero since the {ufc(s)} form an extended Tchebycheff system, by Lemma 6. Hence, property (ii) of degree shows that deg(F(-, 0), D, q) = ± 1.
The proofs for the remaining cases are similar. We will merely indicate the sets D and the functions F to be used. ui-l,t) = uil,t) = 0, uix, 0) = 100 cos(7tx/2).
Analytic solution:
uix, t) = 100e-(,r/2>2i cos(ttx/2).
The TV-point formulas (2) calculated had all points (x¡, t¡) below the Une f = f*. Since the index of such formulas is 2TV, they are exact for all heat polynomials of degree 2TV -1 or less. The formulas were calculated by solving numerically the system of 2TV nonlinear equations N £ A¡ukix¡, t¡) = ukix*, t *), ft = 0, 1, . . . , 2TV -1. i=i
In Table 1 we list formulas for the point (jc*, f*) = (.2, .4). Table 1 Interpolation Formulas for (**, f#) = (. In Table 2 we give the results of applying the formulas to the problem above.
Five-point formulas are seen to produce 4 to 5 digit accuracy throughout the solution space.
